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Welcome home, to Blazing Swan 2018 - Beyond the Black Stump!
WTF, where’s the fun? This booklet is a good start, with lists of ART,
THEME CAMPS, EVENTS and a MAP of Jilakin Rock City The BEST
way to experience a Blaze however, is to put on your adventure shoes,
and go and explore what’s beyond the black stump. Go!
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Hello from the CEO
Damon “Oly” Pages-Oliver
Blazing Swan Inc would like to thank our hardworking volunteer committee members, volunteer
support staff, volunteer crew and all the theme camps who go over and above to make Blazing
Swan what it is! Without them this wondrous and amazing event would not be possible for so
many to enjoy.
Thanks also to the shire and community of Kulin for welcoming Blazing Swan and being part of
the adventure. The Kulin Bush Races are a tremendous help as well as the Mary, Serge, Michael
and Minnie Lucchessi who Open up their home and land to us to allow us to create Jilakin Rock
City.
We also need and thank every single participant who comes along and helps us make the
magic. Drive safe, leave a positive trace & participate.
Oly
The Swan Crewmunity

About Blazing Swan Inc
Blazing Swan is a not-for-profit organisation, “objects of the Association are to: organise, develop
and promote: an annual arts, music, and cultural festival which is inclusive, accepting, and safe;
other related events promoting self expression, identity and understanding; foster and create
new art projects in Western Australia; develop and support workshops and training activities;
support and develop community based fundraising events to further the Association’s objects;
train volunteers to facilitate the Association’s objects; and conduct the Association’s activities in
an environmentally sustainable manner.
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PARTICIPATE!
Blazing Swan is made possible by
participants like you. Get involved in
our year-round community!

RANGERS

THEME CAMPS

Rangers are those trusty-looking citizens
looking after us while we frolick at Blazing
Swan. If you’re the type to care for others, get
involved and volunteer!

This has to be the best fun, joining a theme
camp and helping them realise a dream at
Blazing Swan. There’s a theme camp for
everyone, or you can start your own!

Visit blazingswan.com.au/rangers

Visit blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps.

Greeters

Art

We take greeting seriously! People need
hugs, encouragement and education on how
to enter a Blaze. Volunteer with this friendly
crew to spread the love!

Bring your big idea to Blazing Swan, where it’s
a a sculpture, mutant art car or interactive art
piece, we want to help you make it happen.
Read online about our easy art grants!

Visit blazingswan.com.au/greeters
Visit blazingswan.com.au/art

SWANS Nest
S wan’s Nest is our warehouse space and
headquarters in Fremantle. It’s the perfect
place to bring your creative or technical
project, and get involved in the nuts & bolts of
Blazing Swan.

COMMUNICATIONS

Visit fb.com/TheSwansNest

Visit blazingswan.com.au/comms.

All year round we need words written, designs
illustrated, websites developed, and podcasts
recorded. Tell us about your skills, and we can
get you involved in the right department.
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1. RADICAL INCLUSION
Anyone may be a part of Blazing Swan. We welcome and respect the
stranger. No pre-requisites exist for participation in our community.
Every person in our community is a valued member.

2 . GIFTING
Blazing Swan is devoted to acts of gifting: giving freely,
without expectations of return or exchange. The value of
a gift is unconditional. A gift is anything given in this spirit,
whether it is a physical item, a service or performance, or
something less tangible, such as friendship or
companionship. Everyone has gifts to give.

3 . DECOMMODIFICATION
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social
environments that are unmediated by commercial sponsorships, transactions,
or advertising. We stand ready to protect our culture from such exploitation.
We resist the substitution of consumption for participatory experience.

4. RADICAL SELF - RELIANCE
Blazing Swan encourages the individual to
discover, exercise and rely on his or her inner
resources.

5 . RADICAL SELF - EXPRESSION
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Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of
the individual. No one other than the individual or a
collaborating group can determine its content. It is
offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver
should respect the rights and liberties of the recipient.

6. COMMUNAL EFFORT
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration.
Volunteers are the life force of our community. We strive to produce,
promote, and protect social networks, public spaces, works of art,
and methods of communication that support such interaction.

7. CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
We value civil society. Community members who
organise events should assume responsibility for
public welfare and endeavour to communicate civic
responsibilities to participants.

8 . LEAVE NO TRACE
Our community respects the environment. We are committed
to leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we
gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever
possible, to leave such places in a better state than when we
found them.

9. PATICIPATION
Our community respects the environment. We are
committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities
wherever we gather. We clean up after ourselves and
endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in
a better state than when we found them.

10. IMMEDIACY
Be Here Now. We seek to overcome barriers that stand
between us and a recognition of our inner-selves, the
reality of those around us, participation in society, and
contact with a natural world. Be aware of yourself, of
others, of your surroundings and your place in our
community and the world. No idea can substitute for
this experience.
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11.CONSENT
Respect the autonomy of the individual. Every person has the right
to make decisions about their own body, property, and personal
space.
What you see as a gift might be a curse if it is unwelcome (or
unwanted), so when giving a gift, entering someone’s personal
space, taking a photo or video, or using someone’s property, ask
permission first. Only proceed if there is consent between all
parties. Do not ever assume that you have consent based upon
what a person is wearing or how they are acting. Consent must be
mutual, definite, and given consciously, and persons are free to
change their mind at any time.
Remember that consent for one act does not imply consent for all
acts, and consent given once does not mean that you have
consent every time.
No always means no.
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blazingswan.com.au/11-principles

Photography
ASK FOR CONSENT
Always remember to ask for CONSENT to take
photos of people at Blazing Swan. You can even
use your THUMBS-UP or THUMBS-DOWN to be
less obtrusive when your subject is enjoying the
moment.
Never take photos of people in private or
compromising positions without their permission.
For more info visit:
blazingswan.com.au/comms/photography

COMMUNITY PHOTOGRAPHERS
You can spot our registered community photographers with
an ID Tag and their unique number. Get in contact with
them directly about their photography using their details
below.

COMMUNI TY
Photograph er

The best place to see photos after Blazing Swan is at:
fb.com/groups/BlazingSwanCommunity
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Siraj Ak
Peter Sharp
James Alexander
Mark De Cruz
Tuk Uno
Christian Clowes
Dominika Debska
Kelly D’Onofrio
Swami Adami
Bruce Garrod
Michael Eaton
Natalie Blom
Alison Godwin.fr

perthee@gmail.com
psharp1000@gmail.com
Mdecruz@me.com
tukuno@iinet.net.au
freelance0185@hotmail.com
dominika.debska@gmail.com
k_dono4@yahoo.com.au
swamiadima@gmail.com
blazingcinebrah@gmail.com
madmansvideography@gmail.com
info@14thframe.com
alisongodwin31620@hotmail.fr

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Teresa Dejager
Charlotte Roigt
Kymberli Browne
Matt Count
Terry Van
Sarah Matheson
Sam Harris
Elliot Cahill
Damian Gray
Sarah Macintyre
Daniel Dalton
Ryland PM
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tessdejager@live.com
charlotte.roigt@hotmail.fr
EarthBound PhotograFae
mcount@iinet.net.au
obsidianart@iinet.net.au
sarah@sarahmatheson.net
samharris.photo@gmail.com
elliotc987@gmail.com
daymoe22@gmail.com
kwizikel@gmail.com
danielpdalton@gmail.com
rylandpearson@gmail.com

Find the full and updated list at:

blazingswan.com.au/comms/photography
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Barbie Doll
Death Camp
By Bel Catcheside
(BD) Map DEATH-13

WHERE’S THE ART?
Check the MAP in the centre of this booklet
for where to find each art piece. Art without a
map placement is mobile, so you’ll have to go
out and find it!

Barbie is a modern day symbol of “perfection”. These days, many women feel the
pressure and expectation to look (and be)
perfect. By denouncing this ideology, we can
just let ourselves hang out in our ugliness; our
imperfection. And trust that it is perfect.

Be Still
My Beating Heart
By Joey Wong
Map (BE) i-7
How one passionate heart can brighten the
world. Passion is contagious and it creates
a chain reaction from one person to another,
setting hearts ablaze and lighting up the path
of life
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Alliance Art Gallery

Blazing Saddles

By Caroline Hadwin and Lucy Barrett
Map (AG) MILLENNIUM-7

By Kurt Miller & Matt Bray
Map (BZ) G-8

Come and check out all of the original,
sublime and ridiculous artwork in the confines
of the Millennium Falcon. Taking its influences
from Star Wars, Fear and Loathing In Las
Vegas and Blazing Swan itself, it’s a tongue
in cheek look at some of the many things
Alliance loves.

An interactive art piece for Blaze, a communal
gift to Kulin Race Club and it’s Tin Horse Highway. This expression and collaboration creates
a space of inclusion for Blazers to participate
with the Kulin community with intention of
future additions. Special thanks to Kurt, Matt,
Charly, Bananas, Wick & the Committee of
Blazing Swan, and of course the Kulin Race
Club, home of Blazing Swan.

Camera Obscura

EYES WIDE OPEN

By Tony Martel & Wally Douglas
Map (CO) K-4

By Artists Anonymous Collective
Map (EO) J-8

Relax. Let your eyes adjust. Watch the world
go by...

HYPERdimensional ephemeral graffiti mural
experience presented by Artists Anonymous
Collective.

Chesterhedron
By ObiGlen Mason
Map (CH) M-7

This year the Chesterhedron project returns to
blaze with 12 new towers of which 3 will be
projecting some amazing animation wizardry .
Come and climb inside and witness an off the
planet light show!!

Cycle Schema
By C.O.B.
Map (CY) i-8

Interactive cycle map!
Come watch the network grow!

Dark Truck Camera
By Andy Faraday
Mobile Installation

Holowars
By Tim Hall
Map (HW) M-7

Transport yourself into this intergalactic
illusion where aural orgasms abound and
voluptuous visuals stroke the senses. An
audio visual hologram experience where 16th
century techniques meet modern technology.
Runs nightly in the Alliance Art Arena.

(The) Kraken Sub
By Kamp Kraken
Mobile Installation

An interactive art & performance vehicle. A
Steam Punk meets Yellow Submarine deep
sea vessel. Come climb inside our captain’s
quarters, or rock aboard our deck!

THE BIG BLACK F**KING TRUCK IS BACK! This
time its capturing and developing portraits of
you Blazers. The mobile camera and darkroom
on wheels, celebrates traditional darkroom
techniques, whilst reminding us all to enjoy
the unpredictability of life.

Don’t WASTE Your Life
By Neesh Peacock
Mobile Installation

The sun sets every day.
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Lich King

Octohedron

Following the zombie virus outbreak at Jilakin
Rock City there have been reports of strange
glowing crystals discovered around the city.
Coinciding with this has been the appearance
of a terrifying undead horror indifferent to the
travails of the mortal throng, but bent on the
recovery of these shards. Can the surviving
humans unlock the secrets of these artefacts
before the zombie horde destroys them all?

This large scale geometric wonder can be
adored from the outside and inside. Come
have a relaxing seat on some synthetic turf
and spin the internal workings to make your
very own light show!

(The) Lovers, The
Dreamers and Me

It’s in the title.

By Cary Wintle & Adele Tan
Mobile Installation

By Hayley Welsh
Map (LD) H-4

Journey to the other side, through a giant
circle of colour, sharing love and letting go of
fear, in British artist Hayley Welsh’s newest
interactive installation - ‘The Lovers, The
Dreamers and Me’.

By ObiGlen Mason
Map (OH) M-7

Pyrate’s Black Stump
Live Action Chainsaw
By Jay Py
Map (PB) E-12

Raku Kiln

By Richard Capstick
Map (RK) E-12
Ceramics workshops involving Japanese
glazing techniques.

Rise of the Tribes
MIRROR MIRROR

By Andrew Pollini & Leesa Marney
Map (MM) D-8
Day or night look for the big white box. Lose
your mind and step in side, dare to stare,
ignite your imagination, challenge your senses
and see what happennnnnnsssssss.

Monolith

By Richard Capstick & Scott Burkhart
Map (ML) D-5
Salute to Stanley Kubrick’s cult movie “2001:
A Space Odyssey” celebrating the 50th
anniversary of that classic movie.
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By Tereasa Trevor
Map (RI) H-5

A collaborative work created by ten
indigenous artists across Eastern Australia.
The work celebrates the strength, resilience,
diversity and beauty of First Nations culture in
the face of colonization.

Serenity

By Marcus Downs
Mobile Installation
A train, funded by the people for the people,
built by Marcus… using a low emission base
vehicle and constructed entirely of free and
recycled materials.

Stellar Phoenix

Tippy Table Restaurant

“Atoms forged within gigantic spheres of
plasma, arrange, look back and wonder...”

Ever had the urge to flip a table but never had
an excuse? Well, your moment of catharsis
has arrived. Our table service is guaranteed
to disappoint. Dine with us and fulfil your
destiny... Thur 3pm - 6pm, Sat 1pm - 4pm.

By John Grono
Map (ST) INTERSTELLAR-6

Street Art
By Daek William
Map (SA) i-11

A street artist & painter. Coming down to do
some live painting while the show is on!

By Hayden & Mel
Mobile Installation

Wyvern Sculpture

By Richard Capstick, Patrick Gee,
Sam Capstick and Issy Gee
Map (WS) L-8
Dragon sculpture created for 2017 Blaze.
Revisited and revamped for 2018.

ZEPHYR

By Mick Bamboo
Map (ZE) H-14
Greek god of the west wind, most favourable
of the directional winds. Representing our
quest for adventure at the edge. Optimism and
fresh horizons.

Yggdrasil
-Tree of Life

By Samuel Freeman & Jordan Maddrell
Map (YG) J-11
Beneath the limbs and amongst the vast roots,
people may sit and belong, thus providing a
sense of connection with earth and sky, past
and present, a place in which to weave the
imagination. The tree of life is an interactive
opportunity to marvel and to delight our sense,
through light, texture and nature.
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oven utilising the clay on site at Jilakin Rock
City! To top things off, we will also run a series
of wellness & creative workshops, games
and activities. Our goal is to create a theme
camp that is both diverse in functionality and
originality.

Aiding and A-Betting
(AA) MAP: AIDING-12
Life’s a game, wanna play?
Chance your luck at Aiding & A-Betting. Roll
the dice, flip a card or spin the wheel to seal
your fate.

ALLIANCE

A-Z

(AL) MAP: M-8

Find Theme Camps on the WTF Map in the
centre-fold of this booklet.

Alliance Crew are honoured to share Blazing
Swan with you. Join us in our space inspired
theme/sound/art camp to share in the good
times, party nights (featuring international
DJ’s, fantastic local talents and Alliance’s
own crazy merrymakers), workshops (run by
extremely talented artists and performers),
enjoy Alliance’s crazy contraptions, bespoke
decor and art. Get to know the crew and have
a tasty rum punch on us!

ABODE CAMP
(AB) MAP: O-8
An alternative “home”
inclusive of everyone
We are a collective from Perth and Fremantle
with a unified passion in creating the
quintessential Blazing Swan sound camp.
Powered by a custom Funktion 1 sound
system, our camp will cater to the niche
sounds that we feel are currently lacking
at Blazing Swan: Ambient, Dub/Reggae,
Downtempo, Hip Hop, Garage, Liquid D&B,
Oldskool Trance, Psybient, Acoustic, Folk
and other aural delights. To compliment the
atmosphere our world class musicians will
create, we will construct a wood fired pizza
12

ARUMA
(AR) MAP: F-11
Welcome to the Aruma Art Slounge!
Aruma is a Nyoongah word for “happy”. We
are a collective of artists, DJs and musicians.
Come and awaken your senses in our creative
space. We will be hosting various live acts and
musical performances – twice per day @ 2PM
and 8PM. Find us inside our brilliant new shiny
red stretch tent.

Baba Yaga’s
Dream Yurt

THE BAKESALE

(BY) MAP: G-12
A moment in the midst

Well thought out compliments are our
preferred condiments. This year at Blazing
Swan we are building a positive environment
under the theme of a bake sale; to include
sound and visual productions as well as
providing baked confectionery items where
the only commodities are our baked goods
and your good times! The Bake Sale is
bringing upgraded bake stall with cupcakes,
popcorn and slushies!

Explore the world of stories and the
subconscious mind in Baba Yaga’s Dream
Yurt. Each participant will be invited to think
about several questions before entering the
yurt. They will be invited to explore a creative
response to their own answers, and then they
will be gifted with a creative response to their
artwork by the two witnesses present. This is
an individual experience. Responses received
may be anything from a song, to a poem, to a
picture, to a dance... Come, and experience a
moment in the midst.

BANANA BOMBA
(BB) MAP: O-7

(BS) Map K-11

THE BIRD NEST
(BN) MAP: K-11
A shimmering nest of disco beats: toe tapping,
finger shaking, soul sliding goodness found
inside our transparent boogie dome. Chill out
in one of our baby nests or get on down.

A place where DJ’s and Dancers unite. Sun up
till sun down.

BAD ADVICE

Birthday Camp
Huckleberry’s Farm

(BA) MAP: BAD-13

(BC) MAP: EAT-10

The Bad Advice Theme Camp is an unwise
crew with no useful skills or talents. We offer
useless, opinionated advise on any topic.
We have games where everyone is a loser
and guest appearances by unprofessional
wannabes. BYO. We are always thirsty.
Disclaimer: We do not recommend that you
take our advice, ever.

Organic corn grown the old fashioned way and
gifted with love.

BLACK LAGOON
(BL) MAP: F-10
Delve into the caffeinated depths of the Black
Lagoon where weird and wonderful creatures
gather in a morning ritual of coffee and
conversation.
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CAMPASSION
(CP) MAP: CAMP-13
Campassion is a dedicated community of
people that will offer a 24 hour a day safe
space for the blaze community.

Camp Unicorn
(CU) MAP: i-10
Rainbows, glamour tits and dress-ups!
Have too many sweaty dreadlocks whipped
you in the face, or worse, fallen in your drink
while you’re trying to enjoy being bombarded
by shitty doof music? Do you want to go to
where nothing is happening 90% of the time?
Do you like rainbows and gluing shit to your
tits? Are you unsure if you’re a homosexual
or just longing for the bedroom you had
back when you were a 7yo girl? Are you
uncomfortable with who you are and think
getting a new outfit will somehow change
things? Is the highlight of your year marching
around with a phallus on your face? What
other choice do you have, come find us!

Broken cups, i-phone-4 covers, dead lighters,
hole-filled condoms... Take one, leave one,
hell take it all. Or bring your crap on down and
re-gift your Shit Gifts! *Occasionally contains
decent gifts; these to be requisitioned by
camp staff.

Chainsaw Cobra
(CC) MAP: L-10
Rattle rattle, clank clank,
ripping it like a cobra king snake.
Stretch ya vertebrae and whip ya fangs into
some fleshy sound waves. Get ya bar oil and
spit some two stroke.

THE CHURCH ΩF
BELLIGERENCE

(CB) MAP: NOT-21
Fuck off you filthy heathens!!
Those that know THE CHURCH, know to STAY
THE FUCK AWAY!! There is NO FUN here!!
Only BELLIGEREΠCE and DEATH!! Don’t
come~fuck off!! FFS!!

CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
(CS) MAP: INDIGNITY-13
Aka the Sacred Hostel of International
Travelers, Gifting Indignities with
Fucking Trash!
We’re bringing y’all the Coon n’ Goon, the
judgment, and the SHAME. As often noted,
we’ve no naked unicorns, no flame-throwing
nuns, no delicious fucking vegans, and we’re
certainly not Belligerent. But we’ll stuff you
with cheese, baptise you in goon, and gift you
shit til your clothes don’t fit :) Also Shit Gifts*!
Everything you never knew you never wanted!
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CINEBRAH
(CI) MAP: CINEBRAH-12
Cinebrah aims to provide the Blaze community
with a unique cinema experience. Check us
for a chilled vibe and check with our usher for
visual treats.

DANCEOPIA
(DA) MAP: C-9
Danceopia will be bringing our love of dance
to Blazing Swan. We will showcase different
styles and teach dance classes at sites around
Jilikin Rock City. Check out the board at the
front of our camp for our activities.

DIRTY BIRDS
(DB) MAP: LEGS-11
Dirty Birds can often be found slapping and
Kakawing loudly across the paddock, playa,
your mom’s house while wildly spreading
debaucherous laughter and losing inhibitions
(mainly yours). How else would we keep the
pink in our feathers? The carrots are a myth.

DREAM GALLERY
(DG) MAP: B-11

We’ll provide the warmth, comfort, ambience
and dreamy rhythms that your dimensionally
skewed spaceship will need in order to take
off, split through wormholes, and come out
looking like a fresh daisy.

THE Faraway Tree
(FA) MAP: G-9
A place of whimsical adventure and
fantastical costumes with a glittering of
the unexpected.
A day camp for all Cats, Kings, Queens,
Lovebirds, Unicorns, Nightingales and FreeSpirits who want to sing and play under The
Faraway Tree. For a second year, the Faraway
Tree brings you Campa Palooza - a daytime
mini-festival where you can eat hot chips and
listen to sexy tunes, play some Blazing Beer

Pong, Giant Jenga or try your hand at the
Wheel of Fortune. If festival realness is more
your jam, let one of our artistes take care of
all your fabularising needs in the Palace of
Fabularisation (face painting, massage and
hair styling).

The Farkahwee Playpen
(FP) MAP: FARKAHWEE-8
What the Farkahwee?
Farknose, the legendary Shaman has declared
acoustic musicians and their soul siblings
need an alternative universe to share talent
and love. Warm welcomes, hot drinks and
an intimate respite from the doofiness of
doofidom. Mulled wine??? Farkahwee good!

FIRE TRIBE
(FT) MAP: K-10
Fire Tribe welcomes all fire spinners, object
manipulation artists and circus folk. We
provide a base to meet like-minded people,
share skills and run workshops. We coordinate
the Fire Conclave spectacle before the Effigy
Burn, as well as running nightly Fire Jams. We
are the home of fire at Blaze.

FluffBox
Roving and pop-up camp
(Jilakin Rock Post)
Pop-up and roving crew, Fluff Box, are built
on a short attention span and misguided
enthusiasm. Expect the unexpected; poorly
planned competitions, pampering, venerealresponsible foul-mouthed fairies, and other
random cheeky delights. A few treats from
within the warm depths of the FluffBox...
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FluffBox continued...
Theme Camp Speed Dating, ClockTower,
Jilakin Rock Post, Condom Fairies.
Check the ClockTower notice board for
happenings and keep an eye out for rogue
surprises on the street. …And don’t forget to
get YOUR box fluff’d at Blaze!

FRUITY
(FR) MAP: FRUITY-10
Nourishing souls one piece of fruit at a time.
Connect, revive, refresh, save lives. Get fruity
and come visit for some nourishing fruits to
eat, hang out and enjoy the fruity vibes.

GOD SAID NO
(GS) MAP: OSIRIS-6

(HH) MAP: G-11
Psyence Theme Camp
- Get Experimental

A Sacred Space Hanging Between Worlds,
Connecting to the Elemental’s of Life ~ Earth,
Fire, Air & Water. “Hammock Haven” Community Roots combines the above Ambient UpChilled Space sharing Education & Knowledge
about Permaculture Design and Natural Earth
Building. We also provide a service to Fellow
Blazers creating a space to deposit compost
food scraps from other theme camps and
campers. We also collect recyclable building
materials helping fellow blazers and supporting the Blaze principles.

God Said No needs no intro. If you have been
to Blaze before it’s more than likely that you
have danced until the morning under the
pyramid (more than once). Boasting some of
the best house & techno (and a bit of psy for
good measure) DJs that Blaze has to offer, we
guarantee to have your body moving. Oh and
we can’t forget to mention our FunktionOne
sound system & visual production that will
blow your mind. Various events during the day,
such and yoga & sound healing sessions. And
party party party during the night.

With an ability to comprehend our surroundings and apply this to adaptive behaviours
within complex environments and contexts,
we relish and indulge in behaviour often
regarded as contrary to the dominant norms
of society. We invite all our fellow intelligent
deviants to come, interact and play with us
in a cacophony of art, sound, light, pixels,
workshops, games and performance...

GREASY PIRATES

I Scream Karaoke

(GP) MAP: NAVIGATOR-9
The Sludge Smuggler
“We grease your nipps, You shake your hipps
With swords n guns, We’ll serve you rums
So come set sail, You wont regret
The Greasy Pirates, You wont forget !”
FIND THEME CAMPS ON THE MAP
CENTRE-SPREAD!
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“Hammock Haven”
Community Roots

INTELLIGENT DEVIANTS
(ID) MAP: INTELLIGENT-13

(IS) MAP: N-6

Karaoke and Ice Cream for the people!

THE LAB
(LB) MAP: NITROGEN-7
Psyence Theme Camp
- Get Experimental

KAMP KOASIS
(KO) MAP: L-9

Kamp Koasis are a bunch cross-eyed crooked
vagabonds from Freo who like to throw
sweaty delicious parties, quench thirsts with
our award winning home-brew, drink rum and
upcycle yo’ junk, because after all...Partying
GREEN is MEAN!! Come in to our bedioun paradise to learn, connect and share. Community
is at the root of this krew, we are your friendly
neighbourhood pub with a bit of funk, flair and
soul.

KAMP KRAKEN
(KR) MAP: MAIDEN-9

Across the hill a periscope flashes and
lights up the sky, the Kraken Submarine has
surfaced. Come aboard, rest your tentacles
and enjoy a cocktail whilst you lounge in the
kaptain’s quarters or dance aboard our dec to
our delicious tunes from the murky depths.

Kaleidoscope Mandala
(KM) MAP: GORENG-10

Kaleidoscope Mandala Camp is the lovechild
of an Empress Tiger and a Curly Dragon.
We bring Nasi Goreng and other tasty treats
to the people daily. Watch out for details of
activities and events we have planned for our
communal space including Chanty Town - a
chance to chant the sublime and ridiculous as
well as random happy hours in The Sultan’s
Lounge and more.

The Lab is a zone inspired by the romance
and charm of that which we know to be
science. Our aim is to be accommodating
and open, inviting all to come play and dance
in The Lab. Come check out our ‘Today’s
Experiments’ board for day to day scheduling
of events and artists. We aim to relax your
thalamus and please your auditory cortex.

The Library
@ Jilakin Rock City
Map (LI) BOOKS-12
Part of Infinite Loop
The Library @ Jilakin Rock City is bringing
4,000 books to Blazing Swan, and all are free
to borrow, free to keep. Browse, read and
relax in our library marque and our bell tent
library lounge - and share your stories and
poetry around the fire in our new tipi.

LIVE CAMP
ROVING

We bring live music to your ear holes, roving
from camp to Kamp on selected groovin’
nights!! Bring your instruments, clap your
hands, share a story with us.

MOONBASE

(MB) MAP: INTERGALACTIC-10
Back and brighter than ever, MOONBASE is
building on last year, a place to relax with
movie nights, board games, a hydration
station with top Earth quality H2O. Featuring a
brand new interactive LED dome for you to
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Moonbase continued...
play with, a comfortable HUB space to relax
and craft in, and a dome optimised to chill in
both during the day and at night, MOONBASE
is here to provide the perfect place to relax
and refuel your burning bodies.

is to provide a “chill out” space where blazers
can relax, listen to some tunes as well as
be provided with food when we host our
community feeding. The camp was formed
to provide opportunities to educate blazers
around sustainability and the environment.

Papazahns

SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE

(PZ) MAP: INDULGENT-11
Lavish, indulgent and exquisite!

(ST) MAP: C-11

Papazahns is a magical experience for all the
senses. Providing delicious cocktails, beats,
treats and sensational theme nights, Including
our (in)famous Grundy walk off, Lip sync battle, white temple procession and much more.

RAINBOW TRIBE
(RT) Map H-9
Face and Body Painting!
Rainbow Tribe is the home of radical selfexpression! Drop in for daily face and BODY
PAINTING. Bring some skin to get painted by
one of our talented artists, or pick up a brush
and have a go in our fun, casual and safe
space. Don’t miss our UV body paint party
early Friday night!

SERENE GREEN
Map (SG) H-11
We’re big on food!

The name says it all really but leaves out
“FOOD”. We cook BIG meals and always
actively recruit assistance from consumers far
and near. Especially dazed, emaciated ones.
Comfort is paramount and the imagination
of our fellow campers covers the rest. Shade
does too. Did I mention music? We play it. Not
late though. But def for brekky! Our mission
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Shiva’s is an oasis of calm and relaxation
for the weary blazer, as well as place of
sharing and connection for inquisitive,
open-minded and open-hearted souls. Take
a long deep breath, pour a cup of hot tea
and then relax and melt into an inviting pile
of comfy cushions and smiling faces. We
host a wide variety of great events including
sound healing meditations, eye-gazing
workshops, live acoustic jams, public talks
/ forums on fascinating topics and more....
Its a great place to be at any time of day or
night, and sometimes you never quite know
what to expect... The Teahouse is known for
its magical surprises and spontaneous fun.
A variety of teas are available from 10am till
late, so remember to BYO cup to enjoy them
whilst you r...e...l...a...x.. and rejuvenate.

STEAMPUNK PANCAKE
CAMP
(SP) Map FLOUR-9
We make pancakes and provide synergistic
interaction with other theme camps.

SWEAT LODGE
(SL) Map A-11

We allow people to experience a sweat lodge
and all the benefits that come from sitting
with a group of strangers in an unfamiliar
environment and praying and singing.

TEENAGE JUNKYARD
(TJ) Map D-10
Part of Infinite Loop
This camp creates an opportunity to bring
your young adults and allow them to have
their own awesome festival experience while
being in a safe group that have been prepped
on strict self monitoring. Teens are welcome
to hang out from 8 am until midnight and then
return to their family camps for sleeping. We
hope to offer a small variety of snacks and
water throughout the day. Music, art and fun
activities will be created and encouraged.
Visitors will be reminded to bring their festival
essentials- bowl, cup, spoon and fork for
any meals that might be gifted and handed
around.

T.H.E. Camp
(Tin Horse Experience)
(TH) Map G-12

Ever wondered why Kulin is surrounded by
weird horses made out of metal and other
junk? We are a local family & we would like to
share our Tin Horse Experience with you. Drop
in and create your own mini versions of the
infamous Kulin Tin Horses. Racing Tin Horses
& Hobby Tin Horses will also be available
during the day for racing, jousting, show
jumping & polo (no horses will be harmed but
some may be slightly dented). T.H.E. Camp
will also have a comfy daytime chill zone with
board games & card games for all ages.

The POOLROOM
(TP) Map E-11
The Poolroom is a small on street bar and
lounge area, gifting drinks and sometimes
more. We aim to provide a fun location for
blazers to drop in, have a drink and a chat
with the friendly Poolroom crew and feel
the vibe of true Aussie suburbia. So much
serenity!

Tribal Tribe
(TT) MAP J-10
The Village Dojo of Beats
A sound camp hosted by ‘Beats’ aka DJ
Hosho Marty and friends. Playing ambient
and dance world music throughout the Blaze
day and night and featuring West African
drum workshops, those bloody hippy full
moon drum circles, a Sumo fight at midnight,
a Gypsy Punk dance frenzy, an Afro Psyche
Dance Party, Blazing Band Effigy Burn and
did I mention drums galore? Swander in and
bang on a drum! We are right next door to Fire
Tribe so expect some fire dancing/drumming
combos.

WYVERNIA
(WY) MAP F-12
Wyvernia returns to Blazing Swan for 2018
with the aim of expanding on the ceramic
aspect which proved so popular last year.
This time blazers will be applying glazes to
commemorative cups and firing them in a
Raku Kiln.
FIND THEME CAMPS
ON THE MAP CENTRE-SPREAD!
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Deviant Missions
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
WED 12PM - 6PM

Morning Little Deaths
BLACK LAGOON
EVERY DAY 7AM - 11AM
Coffee service to reawaken your soul.
Conversation starters to lube up your banter.
Hot filter coffee, cold brew, and daily specialty
coffee until it runs dry. Black as hell, strong as
death, sweet as love. Die Every Day.

Yoga/Meditation Space
DREAM GALLERY
EVERY DAY 9:03AM - 10:17AM
Wake up with Dream Gallery - we are hosting
a yoga/meditation space every morning where
anyone is welcomed to use the space to
facilitate a yoga/meditation session. During
this period, the space will be dedicated to an
environment that is conducive to the yoga/
meditation session.

The Boudoir
CAMP UNICORN
DAILY 11AM - 3PM
Step into the warm, cosy folds of Camp
Unicorn’s Boudoir and get gussied up beyond
your most glittering imaginings. Wrap yourself
in our brightest, shiniest, softest and most
welcoming apparel, and let our fanciest
Unicorns assist you to decorate your face
according to your deepest desires. Rainbow
eye shadow or rainbow nips, the Boudoir
exists to help you feel your most fabulous
before you get footloose and fancy-free.
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For hard core Deviants only... we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day... photo your successful mission for
our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.

Deviant BAR
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
EVERYDAY FROM 12PM
Enjoy a beverage at our unique gifting bar.
Stocked entirely by the generous gifting from
Blaze participants... let our DJs (deliciousmix
jockeys) of the alcoholic realms conjure an
exotic and magical blend which will titillate
the palette of all who are 18+ and Beyond the
Black Stump. Every evening, the bar service
will be taken over by our sassy female Deviant
Crew.

Old Skool,
Analogue Games
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
EVERYDAY FROM 12PM
We’ve raided thrift stores far and wide to bring
you an exciting selection of games from your
childhood. Come connect, challenge and play
with joyful abandon in the Intelligent Deviant
stretch tent where you will find our old skool,
analogue games such as backgammon,
draughts, chess, dominoes etc etc. Keep an
eye out for our ‘Championship Events’.

Protesting Mannequins
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
@ RANDOM LOCATIONS ON THE PLAYA
EVERYDAY FROM 12PM

Are you craving your short-term, dopaminedriven Facebook feedback loops? Deprived
of your daily fix of sound bites, buzzwords
and spin? Pining for social media’s selective
perception, false consensus and fake news?
No worries, our Deviant pop-up protestors
are ready to take offence on your behalf! Who
knows where these little critters will manifest
next...

Lucky Dip Happy Hour
AIDING AND A-BETTING
WED 1PM - 3PM
Come chance your luck at AAA. Roll a dice,
spin a wheel, flip a card... you gotta be in it
to win it! Each day brings a new challenge.
Drink outside the box, dance outside your
comfort zone, re-birth your boundaries, get
your game face on and maybe get more than
you bargained for! From “Lashes of Love”
to “Get Creamed” to “Inappropriate Kermit’s
Frogsporn Cocktail Hour” we promise to add
a glint to your eye, a flush to your cheeks
and quite possibly a dent to your liver. Not
for the faint-hearted... ;) Recommended for
unsupervised adults.

Hobby Tin Horse
Show Jumping
T.H.E. CAMP
@ END OF THE RACETRACK
WED 2PM - 3PM
Horses make jumping look so easy. Let your
noble steed lead you through a series of
Olympic grade jumps (Kulin style). All horses
will be provided at the event. The use of spurs
or whips (on the horses) will not be tolerated.
The rider achieving the highest number of

points will be awarded a magnificent trophy
(or a beer).

CORN OF THE C.o.B.
THE CHURCH ΩF BELLIGERENCE
WED 5PM - 6PM

THE CHURCH ΩF BELLIGERENCE once again
brings The Corn of The C.o.B to Blazing Swan
to feed the hungry heathens! Rock up to The
Church at 5pm on Wednesday, Thursday or
Friday and wrap your bloody gums around a
little slice of delicious buttery hell, smothered
in Steans delicious homemade Sriracha
sauce.

Chemical Bonding
THE LAB
WED 5PM - 9PM

We will be opening up the geodesic dome to
all for a meet and greet and dusting off the
Periodic Table of Blaze. Come down and meet
the mad scientists that are The Lab crew and
add your Blaze Element to the Table. We will
be exploring the scientifically perfect way to
brew a cup of tea (and other beverages) and
then infusing it with nitrogen. Lab passes will
be granted to all who attend.

SCOTCH on the ROCK
@ CAVE ROCK
DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR

Civilised and discerning Blazers are invited
to join us for Scotch Old Fashioned’s at the
cocktail hour each and every day on Cave
Rock. Dress to impress in your cocktail finest!

iOTA

FIRE TRIBE
@ MOBILE FIRE STAGE
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WED 7PM - 10PM
iOTA brings you fire! His back is a stage and
his wheels take him from party to party. He
lets the fire artists, spinners and sinners of
Blaze climb his back and perform their magic.
A mobile stage to some, a platform of fire
and glory to others. Look out for iOTA and the
devilish magic on his back, throughout JRC.
Fire fuel and safety equipment provided. BYO
fire spinning props.

DIRTY FKN
ROCKERS NIGHT

THE CHURCH ΩF BELLIGERENCE
WED 8PM - THU 3AM
THE CHURCH ΩF BELLIGERENCE kicks it
directly in the scrotum, right off the bat at
Blazing Swan in 2018 with the DIRTY F’KN
ROCKETS NIGHT hosted by none other than
the BIG PUNK himself, the OUTRAGEOUS
MISFIT, STEAN VITASOVIC!! Prep yourself for
CHAOS in torn denim, safety pins, chains,
Mohawks, handcuffs, big stompy boots and
a “GET FUCKED” attitude and ready yourself
to pogo on into the night to some of the best
filthy punk tunes to ever assault JRC! Be
scared... be very, very scared.

Draw With Light Board
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
NIGHTLY FROM 8PM

We promise you’ll have never had so much
fun after dark with a sheet of plywood.
Release your inner child through drawing with
light on our photoluminescent board of fun.
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Morning Little Deaths
BLACK LAGOON
EVERY DAY 7AM - 11AM
Coffee service to reawaken your soul. Conversation starters to lube up your banter. Hot filter
coffee, cold brew, and daily specialty coffee until it
runs dry. Black as hell, strong as death, sweet as
love. Die Every Day.

Yoga/Meditation Space
DREAM GALLERY
DAILY 9:03AM - 10:17AM
Wake up with Dream Gallery - we are hosting
a yoga/meditation space every morning where
anyone is welcomed to use the space to facilitate
a yoga/meditation session. During this period, the
space will be dedicated to an environment that is
conducive to the yoga/meditation session.

THU-THU THursday
RAINBOW TRIBE
ALL DAY

Wear a tutu today ‘cause it’s the right thing to
do. Men, women and children are encouraged
to wear a tutu on Thu-Thu Thursday to radically
express your inner ballerina.

Nude Parade
and Afterparty
LIBERATORS
STARTING @ CUNT ROCK
THU 10AM - 11:30AM

Starting fresh after the nude photo-shoot at cunt
rock, let the liberators bass-wagon take you on a
nude booty popping journey through Jilikan rock
city to the after party at God Said No.

Lantern Workshop
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
THU 10AM - 12PM

Come and make a traditional Chinese fire
lantern for you to hold on Temple Burn night.
We will store your creation ready for you to
collect on Sunday to bring some illuminating
ambience to the Temple Burn.

Let’s power flow
KAMP KRAKEN
THU 11AM - 12:15AM

Well done, Yogi warriors, for landing on your
mat! Now surrender, inhale/exhale and ground
yourself through this Vinyasa power flow as
you move to the KSub’s tunes. Tap into your
self-love as we bend, twist and stand, and
reinvigorate all those pain spots as we salute
our sun salutations. Please bring a mat/
sarong, comfy clothes, water and sunscreen
if it’s hot.

The Boudoir
CAMP UNICORN
DAILY 11AM - 3PM
Step into the warm, cosy folds of Camp
Unicorn’s Boudoir and get gussied up beyond
your most glittering imaginings. Wrap yourself
in our brightest, shiniest, softest and most
welcoming apparel, and let our fanciest
Unicorns assist you to decorate your face
according to your deepest desires. Rainbow
eye shadow or rainbow nips, the Boudoir
exists to help you feel your most fabulous
before you get footloose and fancy-free.

HUE TALKING CIRCLE:
IS BURNING MAN A
CULT?
RAINBOW TRIBE
THU 12PM - 1PM

Is Burning Man a Cult? HUE is a talking circle,
where we talk about important and interesting
topics. It’s not a debate to win, but a chance
to understand each other. Join us for this
insightful and casual discussion.

Beats and Bucksfizz
BIRDS NEST
THUR 11AM - 1PM
Start the festivities with our opening morning
party - clue in the title. Expect soulful sunshine
beats.

STRAHD & THE CHURCH,
A D&D adventure
THE CHURCH ΩF BELLIGERENCE
THU 11AM - 5:30PM

For all you nerdy narcissists and
debaucherous dice rollers, the Church of
Belligerence has a treat for you!! Dungeons
& Dragons comes to JRC at THE CHURCH
ΩF BELLIGERENCE Come help us duke it out
against the villainous Strahd. 6 players per
game or share a character with your friend.
Limited spectator spaces available. “So
sharpen your swords, dust off those spellbooks, and string your lutes and bows for
Baron Strahd Von Zarovich invites you to
spend a night in Barovia!”
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Deviant Missions

Coon 'n Goon

THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
THU 12PM - 6PM

CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
THU - MON DAILY FROM 1PM

For hard core Deviants only… we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day… photo your successful mission
for our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.

Come to our fancy wine and cheese partay!
Every day at 1pm, Thurs-Mon, your hobo
hosts at the shittest camp at Blaze will have
abundant libations and nibbles, wine flights,
cheese fights, and possibly grape-juicebased baptisms. Come on down, bring your
unwanted shit, or just your thirsty tummies.
1pm til the good stuff runs out!

Chen Style
Tai Chi Chuan
GOD SAID NO
THU 1PM - 2PM

Have you ever wondered what the Chinese
Martial Art of Tai Chi Chuan is all about? These
two 1-hour classes are all about opening
up the mystery and paradox’s surrounding
this 500yr old system, with instructor James
Strider digging deep into his 29yrs experience
of training the art to bring you a session fit for
all levels.

LIve Action
Chainsaw Carving
CHAINSAW COBRA CAMP
THU - MON DAILY 1:33PM

Live Action Chainsaw Carving. Enjoy the
sounds of throttling two strokes and DJ Cobra
mixing beats on the Cobra Floor.

Doof Stick Workshop
Lucky Dip Happy Hour
AIDING AND A-BETTING
THU 1PM - 3PM
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Come chance your luck at AAA. Roll a dice,
spin a wheel, flip a card... you gotta be in it
to win it! Each day brings a new challenge.
Drink outside the box, dance outside your
comfort zone, re-birth your boundaries, get
your game face on and maybe get more than
you bargained for! From “Lashes of Love”
to “Get Creamed” to “Inappropriate Kermit’s
Frogsporn Cocktail Hour” we promise to add
a glint to your eye, a flush to your cheeks
and quite possibly a dent to your liver. Not
for the faint-hearted... ;) Recommended for
unsupervised adults.

ALLIANCE
THU 2PM - 4PM

Come and get creative with the Alliance crew
and make your very own doof stick! Popular
at festivals in the USA/Canada, a doof stick
(or “totem”) is the Aussie version of this fun
festival accessory; basically a stick with
whatever you want to decorate it with stuck/
sewn/pasted/cabletied on! Think signs, toys,
lights, paint, whatever! They make the dancefloor interactive and fun, and are a great way
to express yourself (and find your mates)! We
will be providing some materials including
sticks, paint and cardboard to make signs, as
well as other accessories, but please bring
any materials you can think of to use and
share at this workshop.

A-Z Initial Grid
Alliance Art Gallery
Barbie Doll Death Camp
Be Still My Beating Heart
Blazing Saddles
Camera Obscura
Chesterhedron
Cycle Schema
Dark Truck Camera
Don’t WASTE Your Life
Eyes Wide Open
(The) Heating Post
Holowars
(The) Kraken Sub
Lich King
(The) Lovers, The Dreamers and Me
Mirror Mirror
Monolith
Octohedron
Pyrate’s Black Stump Live Action Chainsaw
Raku Kiln
(The) Rise of the Tribes
Serenity
Stellar Phoenix
Street Art
Tippy Table Restaurant
Wyvern Sculpture
Yggdrasil - Tree of Life
Zephyr

AG
BD
BE
BZ
CO
CH
CY
EO
HW
LD
MM
ML
OH
PB
RK
RI
ST
SA
WS
YG
ZE

M-7
D-13
i-7
G-8
K-4
M-7
i-8
J-8
M-7
H-4
D-8
E-5
M-7
M-10
E-12
H-5
i-6
i-11
L-8
J-11
H-14

Mobile art won’t have a place
on the map, you’ll have to go find it!

WICKBO

Bring your art to Blazing Swan! blazingswan.com.au/Art
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All map placements
were semi-accurate
at some point.

Accuracy-third

Where’s the Art?
Find an A-Z list on the
BACK OF THIS PAGE.

ART

AR

Find an A-Z list of
Theme Camps on the
BACK OF THIS PAGE
with their map location.

THEME CAMPS

TC

THEME

CAMPS
A-Z Initial Grid

Abode
Aiding & Abetting
Alliance
Aruma
Baba Yaga's Dream Tent
Bad Advice
(The) Bake Sale
Banana Bomba
(The) Birds Nest
Birthday Camp
Black Lagoon
Campassion
Camp Shit Gift
Camp Unicorn
Chainsaw Cobra
(The) Church of Belligerence
Cinebrah
Danceopia
Dirty Birds
Dream Gallery
(The) Farkawee Playpen
(The) Far Away Tree
Fire Crew
Fire Tribe
Fruity
God Said No
Greasy Pirates
Hammock Haven
Intelligent Deviants
I Scream Karaoke
Kamp Koasis
Kamp Kraken
Kaleidoscope Mandala
(The) Lab
(The) Library @ JRC
Live Camp
Moonbase
Papazhans
Post Office
Rainbow Tribe
Serene Green
Shiva's Tea House
Steampunk Pancakes
Sweatlodge
Teenage Junkyard
The Associates
T.H.E. Camp
The Poolroom
Tribal Tribe
Wyvernia
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AB
AA
AL
AR
BY
BA
BS
BB
BN
BC
BL
CP
CS
CU
CC
CB
CI
DA
DB
DG
FP
FA
FC
FT
FR
GS
GP
HH
ID
IS
KK
KR
KM
LB
LI
LC
MB
PZ
PO
RT
SG
SH
SP
SL
TJ
TA
TH
TP
TT
WY

O-8
A-12
M-8
F-11
G-12
B-13
K-11
O-7
K-11
E-10
F-10
C-13
i-13
i-10
L-10
N-21
C-12
C-9
L-11
B-11
F-8
G-9
G-16
K-10
F-10
O-6
N-9
G-11
i-13
N-6
L-9
M-9
G-10
N-7
B-12
J-11
i-10
i-11
J-10
H-9
H-11
C-11
F-9
A-11
D-10
E-8
G-12
E-11
J-10
F-12

Join a Theme Camp at Blazing Swan! blazingswan.com.au/theme-camps

Campa Palooza
THE FARAWAY TREE
THU 2PM - 5PM

For a second year, the Faraway Tree brings
you Campa Palooza - a daytime party where
you can eat hot chips and listen to sexy beats,
play some blazing beer pong or giant Jenga,
try your hand at the Wheel of Fortune, or
discover your festival realness in the Palace
of Fabularisation (face painting, massage and
hair styling). And, remember, the Palooza is
your oyster...

Aruma Daily
ArTs Events

ARUMA
THU - MON DAILY 2PM - 3:30PM
DAILY EVENT: We have 2x Artists per day
one, at 2pm and one at 8pm. We run every
day from 29/3 - 2/4 featuring various artists,
music, acrojoga, djs etc...

Theme Camp
Speed Dating
BY FLUFF BOX
@ THE CLOCK TOWER
THU 2PM - 4PM

Theme Camp Speed Dating is Blazing Swan’s
annual guided tour of theme camps, getting
deep inside them, big and small. We will
get up close and personal with some of
your favorite and also elusive theme camps,
their sexy representatives and ‘tour-tailored’
activities. Come discover the fresh meat on
offer!

@ THE PADDOCK
THU 2PM - 8PM
The mighty Kraken Krew has set sail across
the Nullarbor Desert to share their tentacular
theatrics with their west-coast cousins.
Come aboard the recently surfaced Kraken
Submarine, immerse yourself in its hypnotic
sonar rhythms and help us serenade the
sun as it goes down. Look for the flash of
the periscope across the Paddock, and for
Kraken’s sake be ready to party!

Jilakin Rock Post
FLUFF BOX
THU - SAT DAILY 1PM - 6PM

Jilakin Rock Post Office is open from ThursSat afternoons (around 1-6pm). Come to the
Post Office to write a love letter to a stranger,
or send a message and share your fluff to a
theme camp, organise random encounters or
write a poem. Let your imagination run wild
like your spirit. *Internal Blaze mail only*.

Tippy Table Restaurant
MOBILE ART INSTALLATION
THU 3PM - 6PM

Ever had the urge to flip a table but never had
an excuse? Well, your moment of catharsis
has arrived. Our table service is guaranteed to
disappoint. Dine with us and fulfil your destiny.
Also returning Saturday 1-4pm.

Sundown
with the KSub
BY KAMP KRAKEN
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Samba Reggae
WORKSHOP
DANCEOPIA
THU 3PM - 4PM

Samba Reggae has African roots and is full
of life, changing pace depending on the
song tempo and lyrical meaning. Our fun
and energetic introductory Samba Reggae
workshop will help you to learn to listen to the
music, dance with the lyrics and feel the beat!

Ambient Soundscape
Synth Jam
THE LIBRARY (XYZ TAKEOVER)
THU 3PM - 4:30PM

The XYZ crew visit the Library with some
knobby boxes and invite you to make some
beautiful ambient electronic music with them.

Sexy / Naked Cricket
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
THU 3PM - 5PM

Start your Blaze right with SPORT! Or with
goon and a bucket of profanities on the
sidelines, as we all know spectating and
commentating is much more Camp Shit style.
Never played cricket? No worries! Style points
will be awardedfor sexy dances/acts by the
judges (who sit upon the Couch of Judgment).
Serious cricketers will accrue demerits, and
excessive demerits will put you in the Tub of
Shame/Penalty Box.

Open Jam

SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
THU 3PM - 5PM
Come create, come play, come and sample
the atmosphere Shiva’s Tea House has
become famous for. Bring an instrument,
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bring your voice. We will have some of Shiva’s
solid crew of musicians to guide you in a
spontaneous Journey in Music.

Melodic Journey
GOD SAID NO
THU 3PM - 4PM

The first offical party at God Said No will kick
off nice and early with a sweet sweet deep,
progressive & melodic house and techno vibes
from 3pm though til morning. Come on down
and chill under the pyramid and enjoy a cold
drink from the bar in the afternoon. As always
we will have Perth’s most talented selectors in
the melodic game taking you on a full journey
through sound, emotive tunes and solid dance
floor vibes into the early hours of the morning.
Check the GSN notice board for full lineup on
the day.

wood fired pizza
dinners at sunset
ABODE CAMP
THU - MON 5:30PM

Fresh ingredients, friendly faces, fun music
and gifted pizza! Abode Camp invites you
to our wood fired pizza night every sunset
between Thursday-Monday.

International Messy
Man Bun Comp
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
THU 6PM - 6:01PM

Do you ever feel like your buns are a mess?
Then come show them off at Camp Shit! Get
your cheeks ready, and if your buns need
tightening we’re here to put a chopstick in
‘em. Ladies, bring your manliest buns, and get
in on the simultaneous judging of your tops or
bottoms. Cos we’re all about buns, hun.

Spanish Night

THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
THU 6PM - 8PM
Paella and kalimoxto… brought to you by our
Spanish Deviant contingent. Come celebrate
all things Spanish. Authentic as fuck… don’t
miss it.

Wild West Electro
Barn Dance
KAMP KRAKEN
THU 6PM - 7PM

Join us for a hoedown at sundown as Kelly
Red Rolin Home and James You Beauty lead
you through Kraken’s infamous Wild West
Electro Barn Dance. Trad meets tentacle as we
spin the KSub decks, swing your partners and
scoot those boots the Kraken way.

BLACK AS NIGHT
WITH A LITTLE BIT OF
MOONLIGHT
BLACK LAGOON
THUR 7PM - 10PM

Black Lagoon’s coffee crew slip under the veil
of night to hook the dark hip hop and spiked
coffee brews right into your party veins. Try
the infamous Spider’s Milk and their Darkest
Storm. Voodoo themed. Die Every Day.

Alliance Presents
Bat Country
ALLIANCE
THU 8PM - FRI 3AM

Alliance has the pleasure of hosting the only
Western Australian show for Nanoplex deep in
the heart of Bat Country. So get your Hunter
S. Thompson and Dr Gonzo kits on, pack your
typewriter and grab your fly swat as we get
down to the epic sounds inside the confines of
the Millennium Falcon. Weirdness guaranteed.

Furtastic Fursday
KAMP KOASIS
THU 6PM - FRI 2AM

Fur-tastic Fursday! Time to unleash the fur at
our opening party of Blaze 2018! Once again
it will be a funky fuzzy night of filthy beats,
frothies for days and some little surprises on
the way. Come down, get out ya fur and get
ready to take it off.......as shit is gonna get
HOT!!

iOTA

BY FIRE TRIBE
@ MOBILE FIRE STAGE
THU 7PM - 10PM
iOTA brings you fire! His back is a stage and
his wheels take him from party to party. He
lets the fire artists, spinners and sinners of
Blaze climb his back and perform their magic.
A mobile stage to some, a platform of fire
and glory to others. Look out for iOTA and the
devilish magic on his back, throughout JRC.
Fire fuel and safety equipment provided. BYO
fire spinning prop
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Songs From A Dome
-Wordly Voices
SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE
THU 7:30PM - 10:30PM

Worldly voices return to Shiva’s Tea House
again this year. Join us after dinner for an
intimate evening of Music, Song, Dance, and
unique performances before you venture into
the wildness of the dark night.

Rocky Horror
Movie Night

THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
THU 8PM - 10PM
Come dressed as your favorite character to
the Original Deviant audience participation
event. Craig McLachlan… eat your fucking
heart out… see how Blazer’s do it with
consent. Props provided.

Doof Stick Gathering
GOD SAID NO
THU 9PM - FRI 12AM

There is only one thing that beats a good doof
stick, that is a whole heap of doof sticks at
the same place at the same time. Lets light
up God Said No together at 9pm with your
favourite (or newly created) doof sticks. Do the
doof stick dance!!!

Doof Stick Gathering
GOD SAID NO
THU 9PM - FRI 12AM

There is only one thing that beats a good doof
stick, that is a whole heap of doof sticks at
the same place at the same time. Lets light
up God Said No together at 9pm with your
favourite (or newly created) doof sticks. Do the
doof stick dance!!!

Afro Psyche
Dance Party
TRIBAL TRIBE
THU 9PM - 11PM

DJ Hosho Marty (Blaze Name ‘Beats’) will
guide your tush on a safari through 1960’s
and 70’s Psyche rock, Afrobeat and World
Dance.
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Morning Little Deaths
BLACK LAGOON
EVERY DAY 7AM - 11AM
Coffee service to reawaken your soul. Conversation starters to lube up your banter. Hot filter
coffee, cold brew, and daily specialty coffee
until it runs dry. Black as hell, strong as death,
sweet as love. Die Every Day.

Yoga/Meditation Space
DREAM GALLERY
EVERY DAY 9:03AM - 10:17AM
Wake up with Dream Gallery - we are hosting
a yoga/meditation space every morning where
anyone is welcomed to use the space to
facilitate a yoga/meditation session. During
this period, the space will be dedicated to an
environment that is conducive to the yoga/
meditation sessi
on.

Hairwraps and Hugs
GOD SAID NO
FRI 1PM - 3PM

At this workshop we’ll be learning how to
make and install hairwraps. Craft one for
yourself as a blazing momento or make
one to gift. Materials are supplied and hugs
abundant.

Custom Yogic
PAPAZAHNS
FRI 10AM - 11AM

Empowerment Vinyasa with music. An
experience designed to engage the body and
expand the soul. A one hour journey focusing
on flow with breath. Some yoga experience
beneficial, not required.

The Boudoir
CAMP UNICORN
DAILY 11AM - 3PM

Step into the warm, cosy folds of Camp
Unicorn’s Boudoir and get gussied up beyond
your most glittering imaginings. Wrap yourself
in our brightest, shiniest, softest and most
welcoming apparel, and let our fanciest
Unicorns assist you to decorate your face
according to your deepest desires. Rainbow
eye shadow or rainbow nips, the Boudoir
exists to help you feel your most fabulous
before you get footloose and fancy-free.

Beer appreciation
KAMP KOASIS
FRI 3PM - 5PM

Want to know more about the world of
beer? The Koasis brewers will delve into the
magical world of beer, far beyond the mega
swill lagers that once dominated the Aussie
pubs and into the ever expanding tastes
and aromas of craft beer. A background into
the history of beer around the world as well
as explaining the methods and ingredients
that go into making great beer. The many
styles of beer will be explained so you can
tell the difference between your Pilsners, to
Stouts to Sour beers and what would a beer
appreciation workshop be without tasting
some great beers. Love and beer!
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Lantern Workshop

Glaze at Blaze

Come and make your traditional Chinese fire
lantern for Temple Burn night. We will store
your creation ready for you to collect on
Sunday to bring some illuminating ambience
to Temple Burn.

Get your Glaze on at Blaze! Wyvernia will
be holding 3 firings of our raku kiln during
the day. Blazers will be able to glaze and
fire their own personal ceramic memento of
the festival. So come and get creative with
some serious heat. Numbers are limited to 12
blazers per firing so check times and register
on the chalkboard at Wyvernia.

THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
FRI 10AM - 12PM

Ecstatic Dance
Your Heart Out
BY LIBERATORS
@ THE LAB
FRI 10AM - 12PM

RAINBOW BODY PAINTING

This transformational dance experience is
the place for you to let loose. A perfect way
to energise your Friday noon through the
raw power of human movement without
getting fucked up. Mixed in with a few
interactive surprises for good measure, this
ecstatic journey through sound will have you
expressing your heart out.

Rainbow Tribe is your space for radical selfexpression! Come and get face and body
painted by one of our talented body paint
artists, or pickup a brush and have a go bodypainting yourself! Every one is welcome to
have a go in our casual, fun and safe space.

Sound Meditation
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
FRI 11AM - 12PM

A journey in sound to bring you to a deep state
of relaxation and meditation.

Horn-Making
Workshop
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WYVERNIA
FRI 11AM - 3PM

RAINBOW TRIBE
DAILY 11AM - 3PM

Yoga with Shiva
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
FRI 12PM - 1PM

Come master your Dancing Shiva with our
Hatha Flow class.

Samba No Pe
WORKSHOP

CAMP UNICORN
FRI 11AM - 1PM

BY DANCEOPIA
@ GOD SAID NO
FRI 12PM - 1PM

Come join us in the Unicorn art space for
our Unicorn Horn Making Workshop where
you’ll decorate, beautify and hojazzle a pointy
magical phallus, which you’ll attach to your
forehead to show off your horny glory hours
later in the March of the Unicorns, 3pm Friday.

Ever wanted to learn Rio carnival styled
samba and dance like a true parading
Brazilian? Now’s your chance!!! Learn the
basic Samba No Pé technique, steps and
basic choreography whilst working up a sweat
and having fun.

Wheel of Consent

Acro yoga

Boundaries, negotiation, clarity, enthusiastic
consent, consensual nonconsent. Consent is
way more complicated than just saying ‘no’.
Learn about consent through an empowering,
embodied exploration of the 4 quadrants in a
fun and illuminating workshop.

Acro Yoga!! A dynamic practice, uplifting and
enlivening us through movement, connection,
creativity, and play! It unites elements from
Circus Acrobatics, with Yoga, and therapeutic
Thai Massage, to form an interactive practice
which is athletic, fun, inclusive, and very
accessible to learn as a beginner. Come turn
your world up-side down!

DREAM GALLERY
FRI 12PM - 2PM

Eye Gazing Workshop
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
FRI 1PM - 2PM

Let your eyes show the blaze you care. Come
down to Shiva’s tea house for an exercise in
authentic human connection that beat’s wifi
any day of the week.

Transplants
THE LAB
FRI 1PM - 2PM

Come and discover what arises through
direct interconnection between plant and
human. When the subtle electrical signals
that emerge from plant life are used to trigger
analog and virtual analog synthesisers, they
reveal the sounds that are “plant music”.
Come and make yourself comfortable to
experience this sensual delight. It truly is a
unique performance - a perfect blend of art
and science.

KAMP KOASIS
FRI 1PM - 3PM

Lucky Dip Happy Hour
AIDING AND A-BETTING
FRI 1PM - 3PM

Come chance your luck at AAA. Roll a dice,
spin a wheel, flip a card... you gotta be in it
to win it! Each day brings a new challenge.
Drink outside the box, dance outside your
comfort zone, re-birth your boundaries, get
your game face on and maybe get more than
you bargained for! From “Lashes of Love”
to “Get Creamed” to “Inappropriate Kermit’s
Frogsporn Cocktail Hour” we promise to add
a glint to your eye, a flush to your cheeks
and quite possibly a dent to your liver. Not
for the faint-hearted... ;) Recommended for
unsupervised adults.

Deviant Missions
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
FRI 12PM - 6PM

For hard core Deviants only… we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day… photo your successful mission
for our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.
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Color Your World
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
FRI 2PM - 4PM

Color Your World: an international, interactive
art project. Come make your mark along
with Burners from Lakes of Fire, Frostbur,
Afrikaburn and Black Rock City DPW Resto
Crew. There will be tunes :)

Campa Palooza
THE FARAWAY TREE
FRI 2PM - 5PM

For a second year, the Faraway Tree brings
you Campa Palooza - a daytime party where
you can eat hot chips and listen to sexy beats,
play some blazing beer pong or giant Jenga,
try your hand at the Wheel of Fortune, or
discover your festival realness in the Palace
of Fabularisation (face painting, massage and
hair styling). And, remember, the Palooza is
your oyster...

Deep House Yoga
GOD SAID NO
FRI 3PM - 4:30PM

“Vibrate the Cosmos, and the Cosmos will
clear the Path” - Yogi Bajan. Tunes. Flow.
Beats. Savasana. A yoga class like no other.
We move our bodies like poetry to Deep
House. Begin the weekend with a flow to
anchor into your intention for Blaze. Let
your experience mirror the vibrations you
desire. Zsuzsa’s signature meaningful and
provocative teaching style will take you on
a journey of self discovery whilst guiding
an intimacy between your breath, body and
attention to intention . What may seem like an
abomination, cultivates a unique experience of
play and connection. Mats optional.
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The March
of the Unicorns
CAMP UNICORN
FRI 3PM - 5PM

Many millennia ago, a group of mythical
creatures created a magical space to be
pretty, witty and gay. Thus was Camp Unicorn
born. Later, an insignificant community arts
event sprung up around the magical Camp
Unicorn. Thus was Blazing Swan born.
Every year on the most sacred Great Friday,
horny devotees commune to process from
Camp Unicorn to the most holy of the playa’s
locales. Each and every one of you dirty
motherfuckers is welcome to join the March,
stick a Corn Horn to your forehead, and
become indoctrinated in worshipping of the
legend of the Unicorn. Praise be to Limpi.

Guided Meditation
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
FRI 4PM - 5PM

Join Alexander Mankowski in a workshop that
focuses on basic grounding and building a
foundation for higher meditation practice. Very
basic meditation but solid to ground people in
the moment, mindfulness and awareness of
the 5 senses.

Phoenix Dreams
GOD SAID NO
FRI 5PM - SAT 6AM

Phoenix Dreams is a journey into psychedelic
music and arts that aims to provide a space
for freedom of expression. Trying to form a
more grass roots connection on dancefloors
phoenix dreams loves to support local wa
bush doof artists such as Temperamental
Goat, Obi Glen, Kinimal, Alleycat, DeeKay,
El Kymbo and Renee Lorna!! Special Guest
Ben Coda at midnight!! Phoenix Dreams
is a communal space where everyone is
welcomed and dared to dream for a better
world!!

RAINBOW PRIDE
UV BODY PAINT
PARTY
RAINBOW TRIBE
FRI 6PM - 10PM

PRIDE PARTY! Join us under the UV lights for
our neon BODY PAINTING party! Bring some
skin to get body painted in fantastic neonglowing colours. Have a go body painting
yourself! Wicked DJ sets by STRIDER and
JAYDREAM. Get creative, body paint and
dance with Rainbow Pride!

Shake your
Tail-Feather

iOTA

BY FIRE TRIBE
@ MOBILE FIRE STAGE
FRI 7PM - 10PM
iOTA brings you fire! His back is a stage and
his wheels take him from party to party. He
lets the fire artists, spinners and sinners of
Blaze climb his back and perform their magic.
A mobile stage to some, a platform of fire
and glory to others. Look out for iOTA and the
devilish magic on his back, throughout JRC.
Fire fuel and safety equipment provided. BYO
fire spinning props.

Songs From A Dome
-Worldly Voices
SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE
FRI 7:30PM - 11:45PM

Worldly voices return to Shiva’s Tea House
again this year. Join us after dinner for an
intimate evening of Music, Song, Dance, and
unique performances before you venture into
the wildness of the dark night.

The Astro Logies
PAPAZAHNS
FRI 8PM - SAT 2AM

Parade the scarlet carpet in horoscope haute
couture. Dance with the stars to your hearts
allure.

BIRDS NEST
FRI 6PM - SAT 4AM

Welcome to the disco dome. Get in, get down
and shake your thang to the finest disco,
house, boogie and everything in between
Curated by the Ruff Jams DJs.
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good{MOVE}
w/ Ben Taaffe and
friends (A.B.C Party)
ABODE CAMP
FRI 10PM - SAT 5AM

Good{MOVE} w/ Ben Taaffe & Friends, an
A.B.C dress up party (Anything But Clothes).
Top shelf House music. Grab some tape,
boxes, ornaments or anything else if you’re
modest. We’re excited to have one of the
highest quality House selectors in Perth
curating a very good Friday takeover after the
pyrotechnics display.

Sumo at Midnight
TRIBAL TRIBE
FRI 11:45PM - SAT 12:30AM

No silly suits, just bare hands and gumption.
Get you fighting partner and create an avatar
name. The aim is to push your opponent out of
the rope light circle. Gym mats included. Set
to music. Last year this was hilarious. A great
way for couples to sort out their differences.

Yoga

KAMP KOASIS
SAT 11AM - 12PM
One Hour Mindful Flow - some yoga
experience recommended but not required.
Please bring a mat or towel for practice.

Tribal Tremors
BY LIBERATORS
@ SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE
SAT 11AM - 12PM

In this Innate Release workshop we will
be opening ourselves up to our ability to
powerfully clear trauma and stress from
our BodyMind using Tremor & Breathe. Your
amazing Nervous System has an innate
primal drive towards inner peace and outer
meaningful human connection. Working
directly through your body, this process
activates the power laying dormant within
your own being to overcome the story of your
past. Dr. Michelle will safely guide the group
journey to resolution & integration.

FLASH MOB
GOD SAID NO
SAT 11AM - 12PM

Yoga/Meditation Space
DREAM GALLERY
EVERY DAY 9:03AM - 10:17AM
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Wake up with Dream Gallery - we are hosting
a yoga/meditation space every morning where
anyone is welcomed to use the space to
facilitate a yoga/meditation session. During
this period, the space will be dedicated to an
environment that is conducive to the yoga/
meditation session.

Boogie down and learn a magical dance
routine to bust out in unison in the God Said
No tent that night!!

transversity 101:
bathrooms, pronouns
and genitals
DREAM GALLERY
SAT 11AM - 1PM

In this panel discussion with Transista,
Tori Gloryfox and friends, we’ll meet the
genderbread person and explore the topics
of gender, attraction, identity, the language
of diversity and ... paradox. get in touch with
your inner gender outlaw!

The Boudoir
CAMP UNICORN
DAILY 11AM - 3PM
Step into the warm, cosy folds of Camp
Unicorn’s Boudoir and get gussied up beyond
your most glittering imaginings. Wrap yourself
in our brightest, shiniest, softest and most
welcoming apparel, and let our fanciest
Unicorns assist you to decorate your face
according to your deepest desires. Rainbow
eye shadow or rainbow nips, the Boudoir
exists to help you feel your most fabulous
before you get footloose and fancy-free.

RAINBOW BODY PAINTING
RAINBOW TRIBE
DAILY 11AM - 3PM

Rainbow Tribe is your space for radical selfexpression! Come and get face and body
painted by one of our talented body paint
artists, or pickup a brush and have a go bodypainting yourself! Every one is welcome to
have a go in our casual, fun and safe space.

Burner Stories
-From Blazing Swan
to Burning Man
and back again
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
SAT 12PM - 1PM

A story, of a journey, in Synchronicity from
one burn to another and other stories.

Drink Olympics
GOD SAID NO
SAT 12PM - 2PM

Relay teams-style drinking games.

Deviant Missions
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
SAT 12PM - 6PM

For hard core Deviants only… we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day… photo your successful mission
for our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.

BOGA

KAMP KOASIS
SAT 1PM - 2PM
Boga - G’day Blazers. Namas’Davo, Corey
Quinoa and Kundapaulini return to bring you
the next installment of Boga. Like a deep
stretch but sick of gettin’ kicked outta class
for fangin’ a dart?? Us too mate. Nothing goes
down fresher than an export on the mat. See
you in class dickheads.
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Cryptocurrency
+ Blockchain
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
SAT 1PM - 2PM

Boga - G’day Blazers. Namas’Davo, Corey
Quinoa and Kundapaulini return to bring you
the next installment of Boga. Like a deep
stretch but sick of gettin’ kicked outta class
for fangin’ a dart?? Us too mate. Nothing goes
down fresher than an export on the mat. See
you in class dickheads.

SPEED PAINT DATING
RAINBOW TRIBE
SAT 1PM - 3PM

This is just like speed-dating, but with face
paint and body paint! Meet some interesting
new people by painting beautiful art on
each other. No experience required, and all
materials provided. Whether you’re single,
available or taken, meet new friends in this
intereactive art experiment!

Lucky Dip Happy Hour
AIDING AND A-BETTING
SAT 1PM - 3PM

Come chance your luck at AAA. Roll a dice,
spin a wheel, flip a card... you gotta be in it
to win it! Each day brings a new challenge.
Drink outside the box, dance outside your
comfort zone, re-birth your boundaries, get
your game face on and maybe get more than
you bargained for! From “Lashes of Love”
to “Get Creamed” to “Inappropriate Kermit’s
Frogsporn Cocktail Hour” we promise to add
a glint to your eye, a flush to your cheeks
and quite possibly a dent to your liver. Not
for the faint-hearted... Recommended for
unsupervised adults.
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Tippy Table Restaurant
MOBILE ART INSTALLATION
SAT 1PM - 4PM

Ever had the urge to flip a table but never had
an excuse? Well, your moment of catharsis
has arrived. Our table service is guaranteed to
disappoint. Dine with us and fulfil your destiny.
See also listing in Art.

Danceopia
pre-Parade Warm-up
BY DANCEOPIA
@ ABODE CAMP
SAT 2:30PM - 3PM

Meeting at Abode Campfor a pre-Parade
warm-up with Danceopia! Launching
ourselves off on a crazy journey with the
Liberators and Llama, finally ending at the
Blaze Cup.

Danceopia Fuelled
Liberated Llama
Parade
STARTING @ ABODE CAMP
SAT 2:30PM - 4PM

In 2016 there was the Liberator parade, in
2017 the llama hopped on board to create
the Liberated Llama parade. Now new in
2018 we have the Danceopia fuelled liberated
llama parade featuring the ever energising
and loving liberators, the one and only Starma
Llama AND the fantabulous dancers of
Danceopia. This charged parade is not to be
missed as we start at Abode with Zumba by
Danceopia set followed by a Llama led parade
through jillikan rock city, finally ending in an
epic dancemob at Jillikan Rock Racecourse
featuring your favourite interactive games and
activaties by the Liberators.

Naked Acro Yoga
Parade
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
SAT 3PM - 4PM

Naked acro yoga: exactly what it sounds like
= naked + acro + yoga! It’s like acro-yoga but
nakeder? *Yoga mats not provided.

Hula House Workshop
ALLIANCE
SAT 3PM - 4PM

Who likes to hula...? Who likes house music
vibes... WE DO! Come and join us to get your
hula & your groove on at our House Hula
workshop! Learn some new hula hoop moves,
brush up on existing and shake ya stuff with
the Alliance Hula Troop- Spinderella, Triple
S, DomFx, Lili & Soph. HeXpad will be on the
ones & twos with his house beats to get you
in the mood to move n groove!! We have some
hula hoops you can borrow but if you have
your own please BYO :)

AcroYoga workshop
GOD SAID NO
SAT 3PM - 4PM

Join us for a playful workshop of acroyoga,
the fusion of partner yoga and acrobatics.
Learn to fly like a bird, and to base as steady
as Jilakin Rock. Beginner friendly, and if you
already have some tricks we’ll give you some
new ones to work on.

Blaze Cup

BY THE LIBRARY
@ JILAKIN ROCK RACECOURSE
SAT 4PM - 5PM
How can we have a racetrack in our city and
not use it? Answer - we cannot. Come and
enter your ‘horse’ (which may consist of 1 to
20 horsies/people/things). If there are more
than 8 entries, we will have heats. Let’s have
heats. Prize - a cup. I shall op shop before
the event. Betting encouraged. Corn kernels
preferred.

Simone & Girlfunkle
sundowner
ABODE CAMP
SAT 5PM - 6PM

Before the effigy burn on Saturday night enjoy
live music thanks to critically acclaimed local
legends Simone & Girlfunkle.

Fire Conclave
FIRE TRIBE
SAT 5:30PM - 7PM

The Fire Conclave is the fire spinning
performance that happens around the base of
the Effigy before it’s released in fiery delight.
We invite fire spinners, from all over JRC, to
make this spectacle happen. We need you!
Please be at Fire Tribe theme camp at 5:30pm
with your chosen costume and fire props.
There will be a safety briefing and then we
shall move into position for the performance.
Fuel and safety equipment is provided.
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wood fired pizza
dinners at sunset
ABODE CAMP
THU - MON 5:30PM

Fresh ingredients, friendly faces, fun music
and gifted pizza! Abode Camp invites you
to our wood fired pizza night every sunset
between Thursday-Monday.

The Take Over
BIRDS NEST
SAT 6PM - SUN 2AM

Time to hand over the Birds Nest to some
of Perth’s finest including: Ben Taffe (Move),
Allan, Support from Ruff Jams DJs.

mutant vehicle parade
@ ESPLANADE
SAT 6PM - 7PM

All art cars and mutant vehicles will begin
cruising the event grounds starting from the
DMT station, picking up people as the time
ticks down to Effigy Burn Night. All vehicles
will park up just outside of Kamp Koasis,
which is situated across from the effigy
around dusk to settle into the music, fun times
and the warm glow of the effigy burning.

SCOTCH on the ROCK
@ CAVE ROCK
DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR

Civilised and discerning Blazers are invited
to join us for Scotch Old Fashioned’s at the
cocktail hour each and every day on Cave
Rock. Dress to impress in your cocktail finest!
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God Said (Tech)-No
GOD SAID NO
SAT 6PM - SUN 6AM

Saturday night’s at God Said No are always a
guaranteed sensory experience, as some of
Perth’s finest selectors take you on a journey
through all things Tech House & Techno. Meet
with us in the Pyramid, under the UV lights, for
a night of unadulterated musical bliss as we
tweak the Funktion 1’s with some heavy beats
to make you stomp your feet! Join us on the
God Said No dance floor and kick up the dust
with an epic gathering of like-minded people.
Great tunes, good vibes, go hard, God Said No!
Filth & Pleasure, Lewis Viljoen, AMOD3US &
Jonathan Brown, DMC & Scratch, GirlLondon.

EFFIGY BURN

@ THE SWAN EFFIGY
FROM 6:30PM
The main burn event! Join the Blazing Swan
community as we set ablaze the efiigy! Get
in early for a good viewing spot, and please
respect the burn perimeter for your safety.

The Big Full Moon
Drum, Fire and
Samba Night
TRIBAL TRIBE
SAT 7:30PM - 9:30PM

Tribal Tribe bring the DRUMS, Fire Tribe bring
the FIRE and Danceopia bring the MOVES for
this full moon drum, fire and dance gathering.

Massive Beats
Boutique
feat. Ben Coda Live
THE ALLIANCE
SAT 7:30PM - SUN 6:00AM

Alliance has another treat in store for the
Blazing Swan massive as we present Ben
Coda’s only live set on his Western Australian
visit. Lovers of tough proggy beats are in for
a treat as the new Alliance pa gets a proper
workout when Mr Coda lavishes the faithful
with a tasty atmosphere and even tastier bass.
Backed up by all of your other Alliance
favourites there’ll be everything from prog to
drum and bass to stomp the night away to so
get down to the Falcon and get some canned
heat in your heels it’s gonna be lush.

NEON CRUCIFIX

THE CHURCH ΩF BELLIGEREΠCE
SAT 8PM - SUN 3AM
The ΠEΩΠ CRUCIFIX party continues. The
highly successful CHURCH ΩF BELLIGEREΠCE
fundraisers have become a crowd favourite
so we are bringing the acclaimed party TO
YOU at Blazing Swan 2018. Come and explore
the Darkest Synth sounds available with an
excellent lineup including: VETCH. TREBT.
SWITCH CUTTER. JONO. THE HIGH PRIEST.

iOTA

FIRE TRIBE
SAT 9PM - SUN 12AM
iOTA fires up after the Burn! If you didn’t get
to burn enough in the Fire Conclave, then
keep on burnin’ with iOTA. The beast will be
cruising JRC, spreading fiery love to you all.
Fire fuel and safety equipment provided. BYO
fire spinning props.

Space Rodeo
KAMP KOASIS
SAT 9PM - SUN 3AM

Are you ready to travel through the cosmos
in an Odyssean journey? Can you channel
your intergalactic country desire? Well saddle
up your horses, put on your spurs and take
a ride with us to outer space. The show will
kick off after the burn and we will take you
into another dimension with our boutique
beats, playful performances and as usual...
bottomless taps of delicious beer.

Drop the Base
Solution!
THE LAB
SAT 9PM - SUN 3AM

We’re mixing up volatile sub-genres and
kicking into hyper-drive tonight. Playing tech,
neuro-funk, and dark drum and base and then
converting arrangements of synthetic rhythms
and layered melodies hammered together by
high tempo riffs...AKA Psytrance!!!

the Community
Records showcase
feat. Mathas & friends
ABODE CAMP
SAT 10PM - SUN 5AM

Saturday night after the effigy burn migrate
to our humble abode. Listen to cutting edge
WA beats and conscious raps on a custom
dubwise sound system courtesy of The
Community Records collective.
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Yoga/Meditation Space
DREAM GALLERY
EVERY DAY 9:03AM - 10:17AM

Pendulem (Live)
CAVE ROCK TRASH FENCE
SUN 1AM - 3AM

Long awaited and hugely anticipated, prepare
yourself for complete mayhem as the local
legends of EDM make their first appearance
at Jilakin Rock City. If you thought last year’s
Daft Punk show was unbelievable, the Solaria
Flypod crew are going to raise the stakes
even further in 2018 with free drinks for VIP
ticketholders (photo ID required).

Salute to the Sun clothing optional
THE LIBRARY
@ CAVE ROCK
SUN 5:30AM - 6:30AM

Before the quiet contemplation of the Temple
burn join us in saluting Sol as he settles
down for the night. Joey will lead this spiritual
process and participants can be nude or
clothed - as determined by your personal
preference.

Morning Little Deaths
BLACK LAGOON
EVERY DAY 7AM - 11AM
Coffee service to reawaken your soul.
Conversation starters to lube up your banter.
Hot filter coffee, cold brew, and daily specialty
coffee until it runs dry. Black as hell, strong as
death, sweet as love. Die Every Day.
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Wake up with Dream Gallery - we are hosting
a yoga/meditation space every morning where
anyone is welcomed to use the space to
facilitate a yoga/meditation session. During
this period, the space will be dedicated to an
environment that is conducive to the yoga/
meditation session.

Goon Aerobics
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
SUN 8AM - 10AM

We know, we know, the Saturday Burn beat
your asses and you danced ‘til dawn and you
just like, can’t anything anymore... Tough! Get
your blazing bums over to Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T
for 8am aerobics! No need for barbells, we’ve
got all the goon... wine apparently weighs just
as much as water!

Gifting & Schwag:
Discussion & Share
INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
SUN 10AM - 11AM

Get gifted an awesome piece of schwag this
year at Blaze or do you think schwag just
turns your Burner experience into commodity
fetishism? Pop over to the Intelligent Deviant
for a breakfast coffee and natter about all
things gifting & schwag.

Deep House Yoga

Sound Healing

“Do the Earth a favour, don’t hide your
magic”” - Yung Pueblo. Tunes. Flow. Beats.
Savasana. A yoga class like no other. We
move our bodies like poetry to Deep House.
Sunday’s are for shaking off the dust and
letting yourself feel anew. Locate your magic
through a magnetic practice and feel brand
new. Zsuzsa’s signature meaningful and
provocative teaching style will take you on
a journey of self discovery whilst guiding
an intimacy between your breath, body and
attention to intention . What may seem like an
abomination, cultivates a unique experience of
play and connection. Mats optional.

A journey in sound to bring you to a deep state
of relaxation and meditation.

Good morning yoga

WYVERNIA
SUN 11AM - 3PM

GOD SAID NO
SUN 10AM - 11:30AM

KAMP KRAKEN
SUN 11AM - 12:15AM

It’s early, you’re tired, your air mattress is
deflated and you didn’t get any solid sleep
before the camp next to you started playing
psytrance. Give in to this glorious morning and
come flow to some soothing beats with Nisha
and Nathan at the Kraken Sub. Lengthen
and twist, stretch and fold, bow and bend, all
while connecting to breath and body. As well
as some serious self-love, you’ll enjoy some
playful partner practice and guided massage.
Please bring a mat and/or sarong, comfy
clothes, water and sunscreen if it’s hot.

SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE
SUN 11AM - 12PM

RAINBOW BODY PAINTING
RAINBOW TRIBE
DAILY 11AM - 3PM

Rainbow Tribe is your space for radical selfexpression! Come and get face and body
painted by one of our talented body paint
artists, or pickup a brush and have a go bodypainting yourself! Every one is welcome to
have a go in our casual, fun and safe space.

Glaze at Blaze
Get your Glaze on at Blaze! Wyvernia will
be holding 3 firings of our raku kiln during
the day. Blazers will be able to glaze and
fire their own personal ceramic memento of
the festival. So come and get creative with
some serious heat. Numbers are limited to 12
blazers per firing so check times and register
on the chalkboard at Wyvernia.
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Danceopia Pump Up The Beat
GOD SAID NO
SUN 11:30AM - 12:30PM

Pump up the Beat at our KONGA workshop.
KONGA is a wild mash-up of Boxing,
Kickboxing, Cardio, Afro, Pop, Rock, Pilates,
Disco & everything in between. The ultimate
fusion of dance styles is the perfect
concoction of easy-to-do moves, insane music
& routines!

Art Collab
with Amy Eve
& The Witches
ALLIANCE
SUN 12PM - 2PM

Join Amy Eve & The Witches for a
collaborative workshop in the Millennium
Falcon at Alliance. Large canvas’s for group
collaboration inspired by everything around
us... sound, movement, expression... A
creative interactive spiritual experience to
combine your expression with others.

Deviant Missions
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
SUN 12PM - 6PM

For hard core Deviants only… we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day… photo your successful mission
for our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.
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Take it to
the Nest Level

BIRDS NEST
SUN 12PM - EFFIGY BURN
Guilty pleasures day party curated by the Birds
Nest. Expect sets from people such as: The
Funkcopter playing funk jams , DJ Riddam
Ting playing Sunshine dub, DJ Pelvis Lesley
playing garage, Mz Lopez playing electro funk.
We stop for the burn and then restart with a
warehouse rave hour. What more could you
want.

Big Dress Parade
KALEIDOSCOPE MANDALA
SUN 12:15PM - 3PM

Gather your garters, pop your umbrellas and
ruffle your feathers to join the annual Big
Dress Blaze Parade! Frock up or frock down
and meet us around noon at Kaleidoscope
Camp for champagne and cucumber
sandwiches before we swam off around 1pm
to meander around the playa on our way to
God Said No for some Disco Inferno action!
Put on your disco best and join us for the
Disco Inferno after party at GSN till 5pm.

Stand-Up Comedy Hour
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
SUN 1PM - 2PM

Humour Speakeasy: funny, offensive,
politically incorrect… anything goes. Come
tell a funny story or your favorite joke(s) at
our massive prize give away. Best voted by
audience wins one of three amazing prizes.

SPIRIT ANIMAL BOOTH
RAINBOW TRIBE
SUN 1PM - 3PM

Have you ever felt akin to a goldfish? Or
perhaps to a Chihuahua? Come and find
out more about yourself at Rainbow Tribe’s
Parody Spirit Animal booth. You will be led
through a series of interactive stations by
experts with PhD’s in fortune telling and
Bachelor’s of Alternative therapy to undercover
your true spirit animal.

Annual Art Car
Parade
KALEIDOSCOPE MANDALA
SUN 1:30PM - 2:15PM

Out here... beyond the stump... well ya see all
kinda strange thing.... Join us for the annual
art car parade through the streets of black
rock city... Then wear your disco best and
join the festivities as we wind down @ Disco
Inferno @ GSN for the after party till 5pm.

Campa Palooza
THE FARAWAY TREE
SUN 2PM - 5PM

For a second year, the Faraway Tree brings
you Campa Palooza - a daytime party where
you can eat hot chips and listen to sexy beats,
play some blazing beer pong or giant Jenga,
try your hand at the Wheel of Fortune, or
discover your festival realness in the Palace
of Fabularisation (face painting, massage and
hair styling). And, remember, the Palooza is
your oyster.

The Down Tempo
High Tea and
Intergalactic Thoughts
Emporium
ALLIANCE
SUN 2PM - 6PM

Sunday afternoon, you’ll be knackered but
won’t be able to sleep, so come along and
herb out in the Falcon. Bring a cushion and
let us serve you, we offer a range of herbal
teas (such as green, jasmine or chamomile)
or clove/cinnamon infused coffee; herbal
cigarettes (such as damiana and mint); and
light but tasty snacks (you’ll need them).
Amidst the herbalicious downtempo beats, in
the hours before the Temple Burn, some talks
will also be offered by various Blazers on such
topics as “community”; “how to NOT be a
cunt”; and “advanced nuclear energy”.

Pop Up Jams

LIVE CAMP
@ ROVING FLATBED TRUCK STAGE
FROM SUN - TUE 2PM
LIVE CAMP is back out with abilities in
invisibilities... that means no tent! ...just
sounds! We’ll be organising various live
original bands to play at various camps at very
various times, it’s... very us! Plus pop up acts
through out the week at different locations on
a roving flat bed truck as a stage doof doof
sounds so much better when you sprinkle
in organic metal, folk, rap, reggae, rock and
what not from and for quality animals such
as yourselves... we’re ready for a whole new
approach... cause, why the hell not?!!!
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Eye Gazing and
Connection Workshop
BY LIBERATORS
@ SHIVA’S TEA HOUSE
SUN 1:30PM - 2:15PM

Let your eyes show the blaze you care. Come
down to Shiva’s tea house for an exercise
in authentic human connection that beat’s
WiFi any day of the week. Relax in a safe
environment facilitated by the Liberators to
share a minute of real connection with your
fellow beautiful blazers. With more exercises
and activities in human connection thrown
into the mix, this workshop is sure to help you
integrate with yourself and others.

Disco Inferno

BY AIDING AND A-BETTING
@ GOD SAID NO
SUN 2PM - 5PM
Start ironing your hot pants, prepping your
bell bottoms and Boogie on down to the God
Said No Groovy Disco Dance floor for Disco
Inferno. DJ’s LaCie J and Strider spinning your
favorite disco beats and turning up the heat.
Come dressed in your Disco best and burn
baby burn!

Disco Inferno

BY AIDING AND A-BETTING
@ GOD SAID NO
SUN 2PM - 5PM
Start ironing your hot pants, prepping your
bell bottoms and Boogie on down to the God
Said No Groovy Disco Dance floor for Disco
Inferno. DJ’s LaCie J and Strider spinning your
favorite disco beats and turning up the heat.
Come dressed in your Disco best and burn
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baby burn!

Roving Live Band
Karoake

LIVE CAMP
@ POP-UP ROVING TRUCK STAGE
SUN FROM 3PM
For hard core Deviants only… we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day… photo your successful mission
for our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.

Introduction to
People Juggling
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
SUN 3PM - 4PM

Actually super way more entertaining than
it sounds! Come and be juggled and/or
instructed by our resident people-juggler
extraordinaire!

Songs From a Dome
- Worldly Voices
SHIVAS TEA HOUSE
SUN 3PM - 5:45PM

An afternoon of acoustic style sets from
Shivas Tea House. The last for 2018, in their
now renowned and Blaze - Famous, Songs
From A Dome, concert series.

Hobby Tin Horse Polo
T.H.E. CAMP
@END OF RACE COURSE
SUN 3:30PM - 4:30PM

Hobby Tin Horse Polo is making its debut in
2018 and is looking for riders. Our horses
are guaranteed noble and comfortable in
the crotch. Riding boots are permitted but
spurs are explicitly forbidden as well as the
production of “road apples” on the field by
either horse or rider. Fouls or failures to gallop
or to listen to the umpires will be treated by
a “punitive sherry”. So…are you dexterous
enough to swing a mallet with one hand while
controlling your horse with the other hand?
Register your interest in playing a chukka or 6
at T.H.E. Camp.

SCOTCH on the ROCK
@ CAVE ROCK
DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR

Civilised and discerning Blazers are invited
to join us for Scotch Old Fashioned’s at the
cocktail hour each and every day on Cave
Rock. Dress to impress in your cocktail finest!

Temple Burn
Lantern Procession
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
SUN 6PM - 7PM

Collect your lantern (see Lantern Workshop
from Friday 10am) and join your fellow Blazers
in a candle lit procession to the Temple.

TEMPLE BURN
West African
Djembe and dundun
workshop
TRIBAL TRIBE
SUN 4PM - 4PM
Learn basic west African drum skills. Win
friends and influence nobody.

Salute to the Sun
- Clothing Optional
THE LIBRARY
@ CAVE ROCK
SUN 5:30PM - 8:30PM

@ THE TEMPLE
FROM SUN 6:30PM

Gather with the Blazing Swan community for
a quiet and reflective burn of the Temple. Get
in early for a good viewing spot, and please
respect the burn permiter for your safety.

Soulpad SundaY
THE ALLIANCE
SUN 7:30PM - MON 3AM

Come and enjoy the more soulful side of the
Alliance as we play some of our more relaxed
beats for you on your Sunday. There’ll be rum.
There’ll be beats. There’ll be dancing. There’ll
be soul.

Before the quiet contemplation of the Temple
burn join us in saluting Sol as he settles
down for the night. Joey will lead this spiritual
process and participants can be nude or
clothed - personal preference.
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Effigy Burn
Drummers Unite!
TRIBAL TRIBE
@ THE SWAN EFFIGY
SUN 8PM - 10PM

The 4th year of Effigy Burn Drumming!! Come
and participate in the Swan Burn through
music. I provide drums, percussion and bench
seats. (Any help lugging gear from our camp
directly opposite will be greatly appreciated).
Then as the Effigy burns we will be the
soundtrack to the FireTtribe’s twirling and
dancing.

TOYSTOCK

PAPAZAHNS
SUN 8PM - MON 2AM
Assemble all Robots, Dolls, Bears and Trollz.
Anime, Puppets, Cartoons and Muppets.
*After the Effigy Burn”.

iOTA

FIRE TRIBE
SUN 9PM - MON 12AM
iOTA fires up after the Temple Burn. His
back is a stage and his wheels take him
from party to party. He lets the fire artists,
spinners and sinners of Blaze climb his back
and perform their magic. A mobile stage to
some, a platform of fire and glory to others.
Look out for iOTA and the devilish magic on
his back, throughout JRC. Fire fuel and safety
equipment provided. BYO fire spinning props.
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DANGER ACID
(AND TECHNO)
PAPAZAHNS
SUN 9PM - MON 3AM

Tonight we party under wavelengths no longer
than 400 nanometres. The Lab will be firing
up their mega UV lamps, whilst the Lab Crew
belt out High PURITY Techno. Come dressed
in your reactive wears, ready to be visually
stimulated.

Cave Dwellers
& Broken Beats
(D&B Dress Up Party)
ABODE CAMP
SUN 10PM - MON 5AM

A Drum & Bass dress up party. It’s simple:
wear some cloth and bring a stick and ya
sorted. Zebra skin tights, chiselled abs, grunts
and filthy bodies welcome. Stomp around
to the sounds of some of Perth’s best Drum
& Bass producers and DJs. Liquid in the
afternoon Intermission for the Temple Burn
at sunset. Jungle, Big Rollers & Neurofunk
afterwards.

Rum Punch Monday!
KAMP KOASIS
MON 3PM - 7PM

ARRRRRR Me Blazers!! This year we are
twisting things up. Join us for a debouchrous
paddock pirate party. The rum will be flowing,
music flowing in the open air and vibes will be
pure. All you scallywags come join Koasis and
friends for what will no doubt be........a rather
messy monday.

After Blaze
Sound Healing
GOD SAID NO
MON 7AM - 12PM

After a hard week’s partying, your body and
mind will no doubt be feeling a little weary.
Come on down to GSN to soothe yourself in
the healing tones of Tibetan bowls, Native
American flutes, tribal drums and Didgeridoo.
Bring some water if you’d like us to attune it
to a certain chakra for you, and a yoga mat or
blanket to lay on (unless you’d prefer to lay on
the Earth).

Yoga/Meditation Space
DREAM GALLERY
EVERY DAY 9:03AM - 10:17AM

Wake up with Dream Gallery - we are hosting
a yoga/meditation space every morning where
anyone is welcomed to use the space to
facilitate a yoga/meditation session. During
this period, the space will be dedicated to an
environment that is conducive to the yoga/
meditation session.

Cow-Person Yoga
GOD SAID NO
MON 10AM - 11AM

Whether you’re a cowgirl, cowboy, cow,
sheep, or independent thinker, come on down
for Cowperson yoga. In Cowperson Yoga we
flow like the Rio Grande through sequences
made up of postures called asana. Texan
pronounciation is ass-en-uh, ‘cause you’re
tryin’ to git your ass in a good alignment with
each pose. After 60 minutes of stretchin’,
sweatin’, hootin’ and hollerin’, we’ll be serving
up some Wild West Beans for tootin’ and
swallerin’. Bring yer bedroll(mat), and come

dressed in whatever western wear tickles
your fancy.

Ambient Bliss
- Hardware Synth Jam
THE LIBRARY (XYZ TAKEOVER)
MON 10AM - 11:30AM

The XYZ crew visit with some knobby boxes
and invite you to join them in creating some
ambient soundscapes and chilled electronic
music.

Yoga

KAMP KOASIS
MON 11AM - 12PM
Come join local koasis yogi Meesha for a slow
and juicy flow to stretch our those dancing
legs after a long weekend.

RAINBOW BODY PAINTING
RAINBOW TRIBE
DAILY 11AM - 3PM

Rainbow Tribe is your space for radical selfexpression! Come and get face and body
painted by one of our talented body paint
artists, or pickup a brush and have a go bodypainting yourself! Every one is welcome to
have a go in our casual, fun and safe space.

Deviant Missions
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
MON 12PM - 6PM

For hard core Deviants only… we have six
secret Deviant Missions available. One only
per day… photo your successful mission
for our daily Deviant broadcast. Apply at the
Deviant Bar.
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gender-blender

Get your oonst on

Whether you like a banana smoothie or a pink
pussy cat, with or without the kale, whatever
you make will be yummy! Exploring gender,
sexuality and expression in an embodied
workshop.

Practical tips for negotiating the dance floor
and deepening your dance experience.
Connection, Endurance, Faux Pas and
Camouflage. Signature moves. Levitation. Get
Your Oonst On is a workshop honed from the
dust of dancing for days. Come as you are and
prepare to stomp. Word from the paddock:
“That was fuck loads of fun and I learnt stuff.
Don’t make me stop. Huzzah!”

DREAM GALLERY
MON 12PM - 2PM

Bathtub
“Water Sports”
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
MON 3PM - 5PM

Blaze got you a bit grungy? Lack of showers
grossing out your sexy-times? Dust ‘n doublegees overflowing from your crevices? Climb
into Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.’s Tub of Shame
and let us water-sport you clean! 3pm til
everyone’s sparkling! *Camp Shit not to be
help responsible for the types of fluid used.

Tropical Party Hawaiian Shirts
(Pants Optional)
GOD SAID NO
MON 4PM - TUE 3AM

God Said No’s famous Hawaiian Shirts (Pants
Optional) Party will be back again in 2018.
Delivering only the best in feel good & uplifting
house vibes to close out the Blaze in style. If
you were at last years party you will know not
to miss this one. Selections from Anonymous
Prankster, Sentimental Goat, Starma, Swami
and more to be announced.
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KAMP KRAKEN
MON 5PM - 6PM

Get your oonst on
KAMP KRAKEN
MON 5PM - 6PM

Practical tips for negotiating the dance floor
and deepening your dance experience.
Connection, Endurance, Faux Pas and
Camouflage. Signature moves. Levitation. Get
Your Oonst On is a workshop honed from the
dust of dancing for days. Come as you are and
prepare to stomp. Word from the paddock:
“That was fuck loads of fun and I learnt stuff.
Don’t make me stop. Huzzah!”

Spanish Night

THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
MON 6PM - 8PM
Paella and kalimoxto… brought to you by our
Spanish Deviant contingent. Come celebrate
all things Spanish (again!). Authentic as
fuck… don’t miss it.

SCOTCH on the ROCK
@ CAVE ROCK
DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR

Civilised and discerning Blazers are invited
to join us for Scotch Old Fashioned’s at the
cocktail hour each and every day on Cave
Rock. Dress to impress in your cocktail finest!

iOTA

Deviant
End-of-Blaze Party
THE INTELLIGENT DEVIANT
MON 11PM - TUE 6AM

Think your Blaze is over? Fuck No! Come and
celebrate a week of deviance at our End-ofBlaze Party. Dance until sunrise coz it ain’t the
end… it’s a new beginning!

FIRE TRIBE
MON 7PM - 10PM

Gypsy Punk 30min
Dance Frenzy

This is your last chance to dance on iOTA’s
back and spread your fiery love to our
beautiful city. Come burn one last time.
You know you want to! Fire fuel and safety
equipment provided. BYO fire spinning props.

Swander past and jump in to our Gypsy,
Balkan, Klezma Punkish rock dance
frenzy for 30 mins then fuck off. Oi!

TRIBAL TRIBE
MON 11PM - 11:30PM

The Blazing Swan
Catwalk
GOD SAID NO
MON 8PM - 9PM

Come down and strut your stuff in the Blazing
Swan Catwalk. We invite all of the weird and
wonderful characters of the Blaze to show off
what makes them unique in the aim to receive
the bragging rights of the ultimate Blazer.
Last year we promised a calendar of the 12
best entrants, maybe this year we will follow
through with that.

Nihilism
After-Blaze Party
CAMP S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T.
(THE REMAINS OF)
TUE 2PM - 11:59PM

Are you sad that Blazing Swan is over? Well,
nothing matters and we don’t care. Come
drink away your problems (and left over
spirits) at Camp S.H.I.T. G.I.F.T. We can’t
promise we will do anything, but we can
promise you that it is all meaningless anyway.
Bring Memes.
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